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ROTC gay exclusion policy condemned
By Adele Gailucei
Daly staff writer
The ROTC may no longer have a home at
SJSU if the Academic Senate’s Professional
Standards Committee has its way.
The organization has come under fire
because its adherence to the Department of
Defense policy excluding gays from military
service flies in the face of SJSU’s Statement on
Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action and
Non-Discrimination.
The committee presented a resolution
before the senate on Monday. The proposal
calls upon the university president to prohibit
the ROTC from occupying a place on the campus beyond the 1994-95 academic year or the
expiration of existing contracts, whichever

comes first. The contract between SJSU and
the ROTC is open-ended and subject to review
at any time.
On April 6, the committee unanimously
approved the draft of the resolution presented
to full the senate Monday. If approved, the resolution would express the "sense" or opinion
of the senate. It is not a policy resolution.
The committee’s resolution requests the
president implement the following actions
starting January 1, 1993:
cease hiring instructors for the program,
who are considered faculty members, as of
spring 1993.
prohibit those enrolled in ROTC courses
from receiving course credit.
exclude all references to ROTC from university publications.

prohibit the circulation of forms containing information about sexual orientation.
The resolution did meet with some objection. A point of contention was over course
credit. Students on financial aid, who are
required to take at least 12 units to qualify for
assistance, would not receive credit for "ROTC
courses." This could result in increased financial hardship.
The ROTC courses mentioned in the resolution are actually aerospace and military science
courses, and they are open to all students for
credit, according to SJSU Public Affairs Officer Lori Stahl.
SJSU Interim President J. Handel Evans
addressed the RUlt issue during an Academic
Senate meeting on March 2. Evans said that
the Defense 1>epartment’s policy is "offensive"

and "discriminatory,’ but thought that it might
be rescinded eventually.
"Strategies as to how best we might remove
the discriminatory bathers of the federal govemment is the issue behind the issue." Evans
said, according to the minutes. He also said
that disdain over discriminatory federal policies "should focus on the Department of
Defense and the national government, not the
SJSU ROTC officers and students who do not
formulate these policies:’
Termination of SJSU’s aerospace and military science programs "would be a disservice
to this university and its students," Evans said.
The committee’s objective is "to take things
one step at a time," according to David
McNeil, chairman of the committee. He also
expressed being "sick and tired of waiting" for

the federal department to rescind its discriminatory policy. The ROTC, by virtue of its affiliation with the department, is compelled to
adhere to the policy.
The Defense Mparnnent’s policy states that
"homosexuality is incompatible with military
service" and the presence of gays in the military "seriously impairs the accomplishment of
the military mission." Good order, morale, discipline, trust, confidence, integrity, recruiting
efforts and public acceptance of the military
would be sacrificed by the inclusion of gays in
military service, according to the policy.
On Monday the resolution was subjected to
a first reading. At that stage, only questions for
clarification are permitted. The resolution will
be debated at the next Academic Senate meeting May 4 when a vote will take place

100W pre-test swiped,
some scores tossed out

GRASPING THE IDEA

By Smita Patel
Daily stall writer
"Highly ii regular" scores on the
March 7 Writing Skills Test led to a
scandal that implicates as many as 100
students for cheating on the test.
Someone stole a copy of the multiple choice portion of the WST and
distributed it to students prior to the
exam, according to Cynthia Margolin,
associate dean for undergraduate studies.
Margolin speculated that students
might have a significant motive for
stealing a copy of the test.
"The WST is a high stakes test. A
lot depends on it," Margolin said.
Mere would be a price for it if somebody did sell it. There would be a
market, that’s for sure."
Because of the theft, the university
has decided to cancel the scores of the
multiple choice section of the test,
according to a letter sent to the 1,762
students who took the test. The WST

’The WST is a high stakes test... there
would be a price for it if somebody did
sell it. There would be a market, that’s
for sure.’
Cynthia Margolin
Associate dean for undergraduate studies
is a prerequisite to the junior level
writing classes required of all undergraduate students.
The decision will affect only students who passed the objective portion
but failed the essay section. In order to
pass the exam and enroll in the 100W
class, students must pass either the
multiple choice or the essay portion of
the test.
Normally only three to five percent
of students tested pass the multiple
choice but not the essay. In this case

195, or approximately 11 percent, of
the students passed the objective but
failed the essay section of the test,
Margolin said, quoting figures compiled by testing and evaluation director
Mars Southern.
One highly suspicious feature of
these tests was the number of students
who scored high on the objective portion of the test but failed the essay,
Margolin said. Normally fewer than
See WST, Back Page

Academic V.P. up for top
spot at Sonoma State
By Les Mahler
Daily staff wnter

Chi - Hsiu Weng, back, a sixth degree black
belt, instructs senior Kim Nguyen, front, in
the art of Tai-Chi. This form of martial arts

Martini. Sanchez -- Daly staff photographer
stresses soft contact techniques. Weng says
that it enhances concentration and
improves one’s physical condition.

Some departments will be ’schools’
Academic Senate
passes name change
By Mnena Savarnejad
Daily staff writer
’the Academic Senate gave a boost
to SJSU’s institutional pride Monday
by passing A.S. 777 which will allow
some departments to elevate their titles
to that of "school’
This proposal, brought up for a first
reading at the last senate meeting.

allows only a change in name and
does not have any financial impact.
At the same time, the proposal was
written in a way so as to not allow
every department to become a school.
"The changing of departments to
schools should not be an automatic
process, and if it was, (the proposal)
would have been written differently,"
said Senator Cecilia Mullen, chairwoman of the Organization and Government Committee.
Several departments had expressed
a desire to he renamed as schools.

They claim that being designated as
schools rather than departments puts
them on equal footing with other universities nationwide, said Senator Ted
Norton, a political science professor.
Since it is no more than a change in
nomenclature, the Academic Senate
agreed to humor the departments’
wishes, Norton said.
The only opposition at Monday’s
meeting came from student senator
Mark Vogel, who was concerned
See .SCHOOLS, Page 5

Arlene Okerlund, SJSU’s academic vice president, has
been selected as one of five finalists for the presidency at
Sonoma State University.
During the recent SJSU presidential search. Okerlund
was one of several in-house candidates but withdrew herself
from contention early on in the process.
Okerlund, 53, is one of only two women chosen by the
Sonoma State Presidential Selection Committee, according
to a press release from the CSU Chancellor’s office.
The other remaining candidates are one woman and
three mew Of this pool, two of the three men represent ethnic minorities.
One of those men, Ruben Anninana, is vice president
for finance and development at California State Polytechnic
University at Pomona
This is the third time Okerlund has been in the running
for a presidential bid.
Several years ago, she was nominated for the position at
California State University, Ilaywa:d. Then last year Okerlund was recruited as a finalist for the presidency at the
University of Central Florida in Orlando.
Okerlund started her career at Mil in 1969 as a temporary lecturer in the English department. From there she was
promoted to assistant professor of English. then to associate
professor of English, to associate dean for curriculum in the
College of Humanities and the Arts.
In 1980 she became dean of the College of humanities
and the Arts, until in 1986 when she became academic vice
president.
If Okerlund does survive the last cut, and becomes president of Sonoma State, she will be jumping from one of the
larger campuses in the California State University systems
to one of the smallest.
Sonoma State’s student population is 7,544, compared to
SJSU’s nearly 30,000.
And the ethnic diversity at Sonoma State pales next to

Arlene Okerlund
SJS11’s.According to Dianne Abbey, liaison for the Presidential Selection Committee at Sonoma State, the minority
population, which is 13.5 percent. is made up of five per.
cent Mexican/Hispanic; four percent Asian; about three perSee OKERLUND, Back Page

SJSU to celebrate Earth Day ’92 Political humorist blasts away at politicians, liberals
By Moran Jung
Duly staff writer
Spring break is over but at MU. Earth
Week has just begun.
On Wednesday, SJSU is inviting the San
Jose community to join in Earth Day SJSU ’92.
The theme for the event is "Alternative
Lifestyles for Practical Living," with a special
focus on children and native people.
The event, which is part of SJSU’s Earth
Week celebration, will promote environmentally
sound products, technology and information to
students, children and the general public.
David Lombard, managing coordinator of
Earth Day events, says he wants to make Earth

Day as important as the Fourth of July, Christmas or any other holiday.
’Ihe event will run from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
and around San Carlos Street between 7th and
10th streets. There will be speakers, solar energy
displays, alternative vehicles, information about
the environment. Ben and Jerry’s ice cream and
music throughout the day.
Christopher Williams, publicity coordinator
for SJSI l’s Environmental Resource (’enter, will
be speaking about recycling and will also be
displaying a full -circle solar display.
At this exhibit. Williams will he cooking
organic vegetables using solar energy He will

By I,ynn Benson
Duly staff writer
"When buying and selling are controlled
by legislation, the first things lobe bought
and sold are legislators."
So began P.J. O’Rourke, foreign affairs
correspondent for Rolling Stone magazine
and former editor for National Lampoon, in
his discussion held Wednesday at Santa
Clara University.
Quoting heavily from one of his five
books, "Parliament of Whores," O’Rourke, a
self-titled "Republican Party Reptile" (also
the title of one of his books), ripped apart

See EAR Ill, Back l’age

A

everything in the United States.
No one was safe.
From liberals ("whiners"), the savings
and loan bailout ("a case of government giving money to Keating and his troop of wild
senators"), to senior citizens ("everyone in
commercials is over 70 and has something
wrong with his butt"), O’Rourke opened fire
on everybody and left the masses bleeding in
his path.
His lecture relied heavily upon his
humorous views of government and the peopie involved with the process.
"Every person in America with any wit
and spunk has done something to keep him

out of the running for the presidency,"
O’Rourke said.
He also discussed the drug problem in
America, saying "the only way to control
drugs is to put millions and millions of peopie, including you, in jail."
After lecturing for 45 minutes, he fielded
questions from the audience. When asked
about the alleged rampant drug use among
the Democratic presidential candidates, he
responded, "Well, Brown obviously used too
much of something, and Clinton used not
nearly enough."
See (YR()URKE, Page 5
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EDITORIAL
Mother Earth needs
support of her children
something?
The least this caring mother’s children
can do is sooth her wounds and
weariness in her times of trouble
trouble brought on by those very
offspring she’s loved.
And by each individual one.
No one can sit back and hope some
benevolent but invisible hand of
government will take charge and gloss
over all our mistakes.
There’s no Medi-Care plan on a
planetary scale. No hospitalization
coverage or insurance.
Each person, on however small a scale
it may be, must recycle a bottle, plant a
tree, write to a legislator( on recycled
paper), take reusable shopping bags to
the grocery store.
In other words, think and care,
before it’s too late. Everyone can do just
a little. It may seem inconsequential, but
combined, we can save a life.
Earth Week encourages us to do just
tha. But not for just a week. This means a
permanent lifestyle change.
Play the role of nursemaid to our
ailing parent. Pay back can be worth
everyone’s while.

Earth Week
reminds how each
little effort helps
parents have
After
reared their
children and need
care themselves,
its up to the
children to take on the
nurturing role.
That’s what we all must do for our
Mother Earth. And that’s what Earth
Week is all about.
This planet has borne great indignities
on our account coughed up her
resources for our whims, allowed her
skin to he torn and scarred for our selfish
purposes.
Still she’s fed us and given us a place
to live.
I kiln we owe her something?
1)on’t we owe our own children

Spartan Daily
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Grandma’s ignorance is
bliss for whole family
grandmother had always
made it very clear she didn’t
My
want to end up in a nursing
home so please don’t tell
her she’s in one
Grandma broke her hip in January,
and as soon as she got out of the hospital,
she went right into a convalescent
hospital.
My dad was anxious about his
decision. His 9I -year-old mother hadn’t
kept it a secret that she had no intention
of joining who she calls "the elderly."
She says it as though she’s still in high
school.
And Grandma is used to getting what
she wants. My mom once stopped her,
paintbrush in hand, from altering one of
our paintings. Grandma thought the
picture needed a cloud.
Trying to convince her she could no
longer live alone was like trying to teach
trigonometry to a 4-year-old. She simply
didn’t get it.
My uncle and his wife finally had to
take her in. but she was so vocally bitter
about them taking over her life, she
nearly drove them crazy.
Respecting her wishes, my dad had
her move into his house instead of
sending her to a home.
At my dad’s. Grandma was alone all
day. He had to work, and she always
insisted she didn’t want to go to any
senior day-time activities. She’d always
claim she "had a bit of dysentery." hard
to argue with that.
He even arranged for a volunteer to
come see her, but after a few visits,
Grandma wouldn’t let her in. She thought
the woman was trying to sell her
something.
We watched Grandma getting a little
more forgetful, more withdrawn, more
angry about the lack of control she had
with her life.
So naturally we feared the worst when
it came time for the move.

Watching the nursing home expose on
20/20, with its images of seniors strapped
into their wheelchairs, dirty, drugged and
covered with bedsores, didn’t help.
But my grandma is in the hands of
capable professionals. They’ve even
figured out how to get Grandma to bathe.
As a rule, my grandma does not bathe
in winter, for fear of catching cold. When
we figured out she always took a bath
before visiting the docta, we foolishly
thought we had the upper hand.
But we cried "doctor" too many times.
She may be getting senile, but she knows
when she’s been had.
Surprisingly, she is happier with her
new arrangement. She asked about going
home, and my dad said she couldn’t She
replied, "Well, I guess I’ll stay here,
because I don’t want to go into a home."
Hey, no problem Grandma.
It used to be when you visited
Grandma at Dad’s, you heard one of four
stories. She would entertain you with the
reason my grandpa used to eat fast, how
well my dad’s early piano lessons went,
how her cousin moved from New York to
Iowa (pronounced 1-0-WAY) to marry a
farmer and her trip to Hawaii before there
were any high-rises spoiling the scenery.
When she was finished, she’d tell you the
same story. Again. And again.
Grandma has a whole new
Now
set of stories. Of course, most
of them are derogatory gossip
about her new cronies, but let’s face it,
my grandma probably wouldn’t be happy
without someone to criticize.
Luckily, the combination of
Grandma’s years and her preconceived
notion of what nursing homes are like is
allowing Grandma to be happy with her
new arrangement. Since she’s enjoying
herself, she figures she can’t possibly be
in a home.
In her case, ignorance is bliss.
Christal Neiderer is a Daily staff writer.

WE WELCOME YOUR OPINIONS
Drop off letters to the editor in Dwight Bente! Hall room 209. Please include your
name, major, year in school and phone number.

NEWS Room 924-3280
FAX 924-3282

Editor,
Arrogance hit its zenith or was it the
epitome of folly in the letter of Kevin
Stone published March 31 in the Spartan
Daily. Now that this man has bled all over
the printed page, may I ask his intentions?
One need not, nor should one, long attend
institutions of higher learning without discovery of an old adage: businessmen and
other employers never, not even sometimes,
ask how long you took to get your degree,
but perhaps up to 50 percent do venture to
ask your grade point average upon graduation if not in the job application or the job
interview. This is conventional wisdom that
should be available to all entering freshman.

Why then the fuss over cancellation of
classes? In the event of budget cuts, the solution would be: attend pan -time, go to work
(!), and get off the quick-fix of financial aid.
For those who do, the future in the face
of draconian measures
is not serious,
given no fee hikes. If fees are raised 40 percent next year, and a glance at the UC system indicates this effect would not end with
next years’ budget; may I suggest the faculty, in the interest of sharing the devastation,
voluntarily submit to a five percent pay cut?
For, if I am to be reduced to eating cold
beans out of a can, the faculty can forego
their preference for steak and potatoes.
Those who will, in that event, leave the institution will provide only that much more for
those left behind and good riddance to them.

Now THAT I HAVE
YOUR ATTENTION ...

What, me hostile? Leave me alone!
more person tells me to cheer
/lone
up, I swear to God I’m gonna slug
them. lam rarely in a bad mood, but
when I am, it’s the mother of all had
moods. lam the queen of the blue funk.
Nobody seems to understand that when
I’m upset, it’s for a good reason, and I
don’t WANT anybody trying to cheer me
up or touching me. Leave me alone
and get your mitts off of me. Dammit.
I really, really hate it when the factors
who put me into my bad mood in the first
place come up and try to make me feel
better. I want to turn around and say,
"Look, Einstein, if it weren’t for you. I
wouldn’t BE depressed, so leave me the
hell alone. What right do you have to
make me feel better? Huh?!"
Oy vey.
Not that I don’t have good reason to be
depressed. I’m never in a bad mood when
it’s not entitled. In the space of a week. I
got the flu from hell, didn’t get a choice
job I was up for and my car (yes, it’s my
car AGAIN) was involved in a massive
four-car pileup which was the result of a
drunken driver.
Oh, yeah now THAT’S a great
story. My boyfriend and I had just taken
off for the City. My car was left on my
street, parked in front of a driveway. So
this car is pulling out of the driveway I’m
parked in front of, when along comes this
drunk driver, who goes SMASH! into this
Jeep Cherokee, completely destroying it
and ramming it, BOOM! into the back of
a station-wagonish Honda, shortening the

back by two feet and shattering every bit
of glass in the back of the car, propelling
it, KERPOW! into MY car, which was
pushed along, an instrument of fate and
ZAMMO! into the car that was innocently
pulling out of the driveway I was parked
in front of.
Oh, good. It even destroyed my
"Warum normal sein" bumper sticker.
So I’m in San Francisco at a surprise
party for my cousin when a party guest
yells, "Lynn Benson? Phone call!"
My first though was "Yeah, right." My
next thought was "Who died?" Looking
around the room and seeing that anyone
who’s death would upset me was at the
party with me, I took a deep breath and
picked up the phone in the noisy kitchen.
It was my roommate. "Lynn," she said,
"About your car
"
Uh oh.
I raced to the back of the apartment to
pick up a quieter extension. Melissa
regaled me with the story of my smooshed
automobile. Then I went back out to the
party and got drunk. Not that I’m
advocating drinking, but it seemed
preferable to throwing myself off the
balcony of the third-floor apartment or
stabbing myself to death with a cocktail
fork. I mean, I didn’t want to spoil the
party or anything ...
Talk about a bad week to stop
smoking.
But what I really hate is people who
touch my shoulder and look at me as if
my dog just died when I’m in shad mood.
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It makes me feel like I’m 3 years old. Just
thinking about it makes me cringe. So I’m
storming through life, growling at anyone
who dares to stand in my way, saying
"don’t touch me ... don’t TOUCH me.
DON’T TOUCH ME!" under my breath
to anyone within touching distance. Get
away from me, you fiend.
So, if you should see me looking in the
"Depression" section of Clark Library or
crying in the bathroom of Dwight Bentel
Hall, don’t you DARE try to make me feel
better. I’ll bite you.
I swear I will.
Incidentally, since everyone in greater
Northern California is discussing
Robert Harris and the death penalty, I
might as well put my two cents in.At the
time of this writing, it is unclear as to
whether Harris will be executed, but...
I hope he fries.
Some people say that the death penalty
is gruesome and whine that we put our
pets to sleep in a more humane manner
than we kill these murderers.
Funny, but I don’t remember ever
hearing that a pet brutally murdered two
teenagers.
I hope Harris dies, and I hope it’s as
painful as I larris’ actions were to his
victims and their families.
Lynn Benson is the Daily production
and design editor. Her column appears
every other Tuesday.
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MOM
ASIAN AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Scavenger hunt, 7 p.m., S.U.
Costanoan Rm., call 286-6427.
A.S.P.B.: Jazz concert with Wynton
Marsalis. 8 p.m., S.J. Center for
Performing Arts, call 924-6227.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Summer Job Hunting
Techniques, 12:30 p.m., S.U.
Costanoan Rm.; Alternative Careers for
Southeast Asians, 1:30 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Rm., call 924-6033.
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS:
Meeting, 5 p.m., A.S. Council
Chambers, call 247-0642.

DAILY

STUDENT SOCIETY FOR
TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION: Six most
important things of the interview, 7
p.m., S.U. Almaden Rm., Call 2691037.

WENNESOA 4’22

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS:
Meeting. 12:15 p.m., Campus Christian
Center (10th and San Carlos), call 2669606.
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD:
Wednesday Nite Cinema "JFK", 6 p.m.
and 9 p.m S.U. Ballroom, call 9246261.

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Co-op Orientation.
2.30 p.m., S.U. Almaden Rm., call
924-6033.
CHI EPSILON CIVIL
ENGINEERING HONOR
SOCIETY: Meeting. 12.30 p.m
ENG 137, call 395-3540.
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS:
Abortion debate, 10:30 am., S.U.
Costanoan Rm., call 247-0642.
DEPT. BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES: Seminar, 1:30 p.m., DH
135, call 924-4900.
MARKETING CLUB: Wine &
Cheese Gala, 7 p.m., University Rm.,
call 448-7612.

Spring break
party goers
wearing more,
spending less
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (AP) This year’s spring break lost some of
its punch because of the weak economy, staggered school schedules and a
new motorcycle helmet law.
"Last year it was more rowdy,"
said Jeremy Lookofsky, 15, of Los
Angeles. "They bring in more police
every year. Before, they didn’t care if
you squirted someone or if a girl wore
a G-string."
In Palm Springs, 100 miles southeast of Los Angeles, police reported
"no large-scale incidents involving
spring break crowds," the police
department said in a statement, but
there were several serious calls.
The traditional cruising and squirt
gun battles on Sunday marked the end
of the weeklong romp that attracts
thousands of students.
"I’ve never seen so many people
armed with the same thing," said
Mark Pondoff, 21, as a young woman
doused him on Palm Canyon Drive.
Pondoff, armed with the same gun,
gave his own soakings.
Aside from the fun, the influx of
people generally brings its share ot
crime. A man was shot in the stomach
in what was described as an accident,
and another man suffered a head
injury but refused medical aid after he
tried to jump from a second floor into
a swimming pool.
Although officials didn’t offer a
crowd count, residents and merchants
said that fewer people were in town
compared with recent years.
The town’s 40,000 population usually swells to 100,000 during spring
break.
They attributed the downturn to the
had economy, which has resulted ill
fewer youths using their parents’ credit cards, and the increase in year-round
high schools that send students on
vacation at different times.
Last year, cooler weather and
beefed-up security kept a lid on serious problems like those that occurred
in 1986 when youths threw bottles
and tore clothing off women.
Merchants said that crowds on Saturday, the traditional peak of spring
break week activity, were about normal for any winter weekend.
"If they’re back, their money
Isn’t," said Lola Boyers, owner of ’11
Shirt Production Company. "I’m not
sure if I’m happy it’s slow or not. I
used to get so exhausted. Now I’m
relieved."
Veteran spring break observers also
said that not only are they seeing
fewer youths, hut they’re seeing a lot
less skin.
Revealing bikinis, they said, arc
less popular, and motorcycle cruisers
now have to wear helmets, thanks to a
new state law.
"The girls can’t sec you," said Eli
Kohen, IS, of I.os Angeles. "And the
G-strings haven’t come back."

ty of land and location of the land."
The eight counties grew 34 percent
to 2.7 million residents during the
1980s. The state predicts an additional
800,000 people will live in the valley
by the year 2000, and experts say the
population could double within two
decades.
"This agricultural bounty is at risk
because the valley has another crop cookie cutter subdivisions and shopping malls," warns Gregory Camill,
western director of American Farmland Trust. "As costs squeeze homeowners out of metropolitan areas, the
valley becomes a sponge to soak them
up."
High housing costs have deadened
the lure of California’s coast. Many
are willing to commute up to 100
miles from the San Francisco Bay
Area to the northern valley or from
Los Angeles to Bakersfield in the
southern valley to escape the highpriced coast.
Ted Bradshaw. a researcher at the

University of California, Berkeley,
envisions the valley becoming the
state’s center of population growth.
’There’s virtually nothing to stop
the urban growth," Bradshaw said.
"It’s all flat and it’s all developable.
The population is really going to go
wild. ... The question is where is it
going to go?"
The growth has brought noticeable
changes. Water quality in the larger
cities has worsened, and smog has the
potential lobe as bad as it is in Los
Angeles.
Crime exploded in the 1980s with
drug busts, gang drive -by shootings
and graffiti becoming common
throughout the region.
Fresno recorded a 73 percent
increase in reported violent crimes,
burglaries and auto theft between
1981-90. Stockton, Bakersfield and
Modesto - the valley’s three other
major cities - also saw crime grow.
Several methods are being tried or
proposed to control growth better.

TRAINING

OFFICERS’

RESERVE

CORPS

FAx: 924-3282
S.A.F.E.R., E.R.C., C.D.R.: Earth
Day SJSU ’92,9 a.m.-5 p.m.. San
Carlos St. between 7th and 10th streets.
call 924-5467.
SJSU FANTASY / STRATEGY
CLUB: Gaming, 5:30 p.m., S.U.
Pacheco km . call 924-7097.
SJSU THEATRE ARTS /
DANCE DEPT.: Jazz Dance
Ensemble, 8 p.m., SPX 219, call 924
5039.
SJSU WING CHUN ASSOC.:
Meeting, 7p.m.-9 p.m., Women’s Gym
Patio Area, call 249-8573.
THEATRE ARTS DEPT.: -The
Bald Soprano" and -The Dumb
Waiter" previews. 5 p.m.. HGH 266,
call 356-0345.

METEOROLOGY DEPT.:
Seminar, 4 p.m., DH 615, call 9245200
PHI ALPHA THETA AND THE
HISTORY DEPT.: Dr Philip
Wander "Marxism in a Post-Modern
World," 3 -5 p.m.. HG11 118. call 9245518.
PHYSICS INTEREST SURVEY:
Understanding gender bias in science
education, 3:45 p.m., Old Science
Bldg. 239, call 924-5239.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Brown bag lunch Topic: Planning your career, noon 1:30 p.m., S.U. Pacheco Rm., call 9245931.

Towns that served farms are now cities which threaten agriculture
FRESNO (AP) - It seemed natural in the 1870s for towns to develop
along the new Southern Pacific Railroad line running down the San
Joaquin Valley, the heart of California.
The fledgling communities were
needed to serve farmers and the railroad that took their crops to market.
The valley was 200 miles long, so
using a little prime land for houses and
stores didn’t seem too threatening.
But in the 1990s, little farm towns
have grown into big cities spreading
steadily into farmland that produces
$11 billion worth of crops a year in the
eight valley counties.
"Most of our towns were developed on prime land, so as they expand,
they’re eating up ow best land," says
Leslie Hopper, an associate planner for
Stanislaus County.
"Now, cities are threatening the
economic base they were set up to
serve," adds John Gamper of the California Farm Bureau. "It’s not only the
acreage that’s being lost, but the quali-

PHONE: 924-3280

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations at
no charge. Deadline for submission: S p.m. two days before publication. Forms are available
at the Spartan Daily, DBH 209. Limited space may force reducing the number of insertions.

CREDENTIAL OFFICE: Multiple
Subject Credential group advisement, 3
p.in , Sil 239, call 924-3757.
MARKETING CLUB:
Opportunities for the 90’s, 3p.m.4p.m., S.U. Costanoan Rm., call 2431444.
PRE -LAW ASSOC.: Elections for
92-93 officers, 4:30 p.m., S.U.
Costanoan Rm., call 438-7586.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
STUDENT SOCIETY OF
AMERICA: Internship night, 7:30
p.m., DB11 133, call 248-5683.
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
JOURNALIST: Meeting, 11 a.m.,
DB11 117 (Reading Room), call 2651465.
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Read about world events on page 7

The legislature is considenlig is hill
to require economic impact reports for
farmland conversions above a minimum acreage, which would be set by
each county.
Another would require counties to
prepare plans to preserve prime farm
land.
Some local governments aren’t
waiting for the state to act.
Stanislaus County is considering a
plan Hopper says would "accommodate growth while protecting our best
agricultural areas."
Merced requires an environmental
review before developers split land.
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TRAFFIC SCHOOL
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"MUCKRAKING IN THE ’90"S"
PANEL DISCUSSIONS: 9:30 AM
KEYNOTE SPEAKER 1:15 PM
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1072 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road I
1
Suite A-103
Call (408) 252-4300
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LOMA PRIETA ROOM - STUDENT UNION
LUNCH TICKETS ON SALE OUTSIDE DBH 213

TICKETS ON SALE TODAY AND
TOMORROW-$11
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL MARJOVIE THOVNE 961-9630
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TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
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Apply now lor Army ROTC summer leadership
training You’ll develop confidence and decisiveness
essential for success. And you’ll qualify to earn officer
credentials while completing college.
Find out more. Contact Major Mark Backer,
MacQuarrie Hall, Room 308, 924-2925.
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April 21 & 22
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Jazz trumpet player and 8 time Grammy Winner,

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

WYNTON MARSALIS, will be performing at
the San Jose Center for Performing Arts at 8pm
on Tuesday, April 21, 1992. Ticket prices:
Advance $16 students; $20 general
Door $18 students; $22 general
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Wednesday Nite Cinema presents JFK.
Showings are at 6 & 9 pm in the Student Union
Ballroom. Admission is $2.50. Soda, pocorn,
and candy are $.50 each.
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SJSU gymnastics coach has all the Wright moves
By Faye Wells
Daily gaff writer
SJSU’s Jodi Solod took a practice run for
the floor exercises in the NCAA Regionals,
somersaulting backwards and landing on her
feet. But momentum forced her to take several
steps back and away from the soft, spongy
surface of the blue mat toward the hardwood
Boot of the University of California at Berkeley’s Harmon Gym.
But Wayne Wright was waiting nearby and
planted a rum hand in the center of her back
to prevent a fall before performance. She
made another pass. Ile caught her in the air,
one hand on the small of her back, the other
on her midriff, to ease the landing on her slenlite
II
der taped ankles. Wright was "spotting."
wearing one of the many hats of gymnastics.
Gymnast, trainer, spotter, coach he has
worn them all.
Wright comes from a military family
which moved frequently, and he competed in
both Illinois and later for the University of
Ilawaii until that university eliminated the
men’s gymnastics team, he said.
"I competed when men wore loose
trousers held up by suspenders," he said,
reluctant to reveal his exact age.
He has coached women into the heated
Sheila Dawkins Daily staff photographe gyms of international competition, and like so
SJSU’s Jodi Solod during her floor exercist

II

many Americans who have moved, he now
lives in the Bay Area. This season, SJSU’s
female gymnasts practiced, trained and competed with him and head coach Jackie Walker.
"lie’s our spotter, which means if we do
new tricks or moves, he’s in there," said SJSU
gymnast Ann -Marie Taylor. "Ile makes sure
we don’t crash and hurt ourselves.
"Last year this new girl was doing a new
trick on the bars and she fell backwards," Thy lot said. Ile broke the fall, bearing the brunt of
the whiplash she suffenal as her head snapped
back into his fax, she said.
"I’d trust him with my life," she said.
Spotting entails safety, training and coaching. It means preventing a gymnast horn hurting herself in practice or during a man. More
difficult somersaults and release moves from
the uneven parallel bars give the spotter more
work. Most, like Wright, are men and can
catch a woman who is in danger.
In addition, spotters train and coach. They
physically hold a gymnast who is beginning a
new maneuver until she feels comfortable
executing it alone.
As gymnasts warm-up before meets, he
gives them support when they land on tumbling routines to ease the shock that knees and
ankles take from landings on aerial back flips
and tumbling routines.
"I don’t like to spot unless I have to," he

Cct
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said. "I’ll tell a gymnast when I’m spotting. If
someone is injured, I spot them more, like
with Jodi. I’ll tell her when I’m not going to
spot them anymore. I don’t want them to get
too dependent."
"I don’t like anyone to become too dependent," he said. "You can’t be spotted forever:’
Taylor said. "You have do to it by yourself."
"But it’s a rule of thumb, no flipping (aerial maneuvers) of any sort unless a coach is in
the gym," Wright said. "The beam is one of
those events that if you can’t do it alone, you
shouldn’t be on it. lhere is no room for error.
It’s only four inches wide."
Gymnastics is a year-round sport, requiring practice every day, he said.
"If you haven’t done it for a while, you
lose the spot on the basketball hoop you
looked for to start your flip off the vault," he
said. "I haven’t been upside down in a long
time, and I do a handstand or something on a
mini-tramp and I see stars."
Wright likes teaching gymnastics. Besides
helping the SJSU team through new routines,
he is in charge of an evening program that
accommodates women of all ages. He prefers
coaching women to men because they are
more open to instruction, he said. "They are
less hyper," Wright said.
Because of his work with the women’s
team, the male gymnasts and their coach, Ted

A.AL4

Edwards, know him. Both teams practice in
the same gym, usually during the afternoon.
Wright helps organize the coeducational
meets held at home. Evenings, he oversees
women’s gymnastic classes for all ages.
"lie’s nice, he’s good-natured and he gets
the job done," Edwards said.
Wright believes the sport not only could
be, but is, popular. "I could show you stats.
It’s the most popular Olympic sport for attendance, especially for women’s gymnastics."
SJSU women’s head coach Jackie Walker
agrees. When the gymnastics department had
a budget for small weekly advertisements in
the Mercury News, at-home meets drew larger audiences, she said. Both believe it’s a
question of marketing.
But Wright is in gymnastics for the love of
the sport, he said. "If you want to get rich, you
don’t go into gymnastics," he said. "It’s the
best sport there is. You get to know every pan
of the body and how it works.
"I’ve never missed a meet; I rarely miss a
practice. Basically I’m in here all my life.
That’s we of a lot of coaches," he said as he
supervised a Thursday evening group of elementary and high school girls in the Men’s
Gym. "They’re in it because they like the
sport. There are no eight-hour days."
He’s not just there when things go wrong.
He’s also there when things go right.
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DID YOU KNOW?

ow The Taste Of Philadelphia
Right Across The Street!
Famous
Sandwiches:
STEAK
CHICKEN
VEGGIE

Famous Thiffy
Cheese Steak

Plus

FREE DRINK

with any sandwich purchase
150 5, Fixst St F9
to the Pavilion shops
298-5388
Exp. 4-29-92
nom min
nim om mon

MI

Famous I
Others:
POTATOES I
HOAGIES
DESSERTS I

Yep, as you may already know but may not want to lace, our glorious, ’SPRING BREAK," has once again come
to a tearful end. Back we are to the stuffy classes that just seems to drag on forever. And this is where I, Mr. Cho,
add salt to the wound by sharing my beautiful lasting memories with my friends at SJSU.
My plans all came into focus over 50 cent beers at Toons on Monday night, yes, you read me right, 50 centavos
for a beer on Monday nights until 10 p.m. That was when I saw her across the crowded room. Her style was
cosmic and I was instantly hooked. All I kept repeating was, "That is my future wife, the mother of my children."
I introduced myself as Geraldo (not wanting to give her my real name at first, "Why is that?" you ask, simply two
words, "Fatal Attraction.") Her name was Andrea, and it sang in my ears as if a thousand angels had said it
harmoniously. We both talked about how fun Toons was and how it really made night life exciting.
We decided to spend a wild and wacky spring break together in order to find our true inner selves and perhaps do
a little smooching in the process. We agreed that backpacking across Northern California was the thing to do. We
knew that finding equipment for our trip would be no problem because C81v1 Backpacking (located on San Carlos)
had plenty of gear for the rugged out-doorsy type such as myself. We even got 10% off our backpacks with our
student I.D. My next step was to try and get pretty before the trip because I knew that once we got started, the
word, "pretty," would not be in either of our vocabulary.
I hopped onto the barber’s chair at Ken’s Hubb "Rock and Roll" Barber shop and got myself quite the trim. Now I
was styling-profiling. The next and last step for Andrea and I was to stock up on downtown San Jose food
because some of the restaurants just can’t be matched.
We began our food stocking trip at Famous Philly Cheesesteak, then to Casa Castillo for mexican food and then
to Lee’s Sandwiches for a couple of Vietnamese sandwiches. Andrea also loves chicken so what better place than
Chick and Rib. I was now ready to rock and Andrea was ready to roll. We had our equipment, our year’s supply of
San Jose’s finest food, and our thumbs for hitchhiking.
The trip was fantastic and we have now happily become smooching partners for life.
CHO

midnight to

Downtown Events
April 24May 23

"The Speed of Darkness’!

City Lights Theater Co. presents this uplifting drama by Academy Awardwinning playwright Steve Tcsich about a Vietnam veteran whose life is
disrupted when the traveling Vietnam Memorial visits his town.
Performances Thursday, Friday, and Saturday 8 p.m. at 529 S. Second St.
For tickets, call 295-4200.

Apr, 25
ii a.m. - 4 p.m.

7th Annual Earth Day Every Day

10 % (except
Off backpacks
W/Student
on sale) I.D.
IMMO
’Lowe

qinscolt

Outdoontear
Sungloso

the
6411Creek

C & M BACKPACKING

OPEN 24 HOU

[4.1 E. San Carlos St. (Next to Subway) 297-9777 I

93 E. San
ACROSS

HAPPY HouTa
Come Have Fun In
The Sun With A
Happy Hour At:

San Jose Beautiful sponsors a full day of activities in Plaza Park to educate
and entertain the entire family. Environmentally sound products and
programs, multicultural entertainment, ethnic foods and children’s
activities will be featured. Don’t miss the solar-powered sports car on
display. For information, call 277-5208.

April 26

ki

CAS A

cAsnuo
Mexican Restaurant
Bar

Live Opera in the Park!

Register Your

,

Taste our GOLI
our SILVER
and raw SD

Fraternity, Sorority I

Bay Area opera stars will take to the stage in Plaza Park for a free outdoor
concert featuring medleys from classic operas and operatic versions of
popular songs. For details, call Debbie at 971-9509 or Donna at 723-9171.

Or Any SJSU

Student

Organization For

Your Happy Hour
Party.

Po. HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL
Call the San Jose Downtown Association’s 24-hour
FYI line for upcoming events at 295-2265, Ext. 483.
For a free pocket-size Downtown Directory Spring
Money Saver Coupon Book, mall 279-1775
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Bring this ad with a friend and get two Margaritas
and an order of Nachos for only $4.25 every
Thursday and Friday from 5:00pm until 8:00 pm.
CASA CASTILLO
Mexican Restaurant & Bar
200 South First Street

971-8130
across from the Fairmont

FREE PA
Show u!
subtract he
2 entrees (
Not
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His stance on political correctness
was unsurprising, considering his
political views.
"Political correctness is total bullshit," he said. "When our founding
fathers were scripting the Bill of
Rights, they did not say that freedom
of speech was permitted unless it hurt
anybody’s feelings."

Ile closed his talk after an hour and
a half of discussion by answering a
question about the actual possibility
that Europe could unify.
"Let us not forget that the last two
people who tried to unify Europe were
Hitler and Mussolini. If I thought it
was going to work, I’d be worried, but
Fortunately, they’re Europeans they
can’t do anything right."

O’ROURKE-ISM’S

1
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On Pat Buchanan:
I
"Pat was bad for conservatives because he brought out bigotry,
which conservatives have tried to deny for years."
On immigration:
"I hate that anti -immigrant stuff. We all came here because it was
shiny where we were. I think we should open up all our borders."
On the environment:
"I’m lor it."
On liberals:
"Liberals care about causes to show how much they care, and
therefore want to prove that they’re morally superior to the rest of us.
Liberalism is about socialism, no, rather fascism. It’s an attempt to
grab power by caring and that is why I hate the fucicers."
On the savings and loan crisis:
"The S&L industry screwed the pooch by investing in jackalope
ranches and fur-bearing trout fanns. It will cost $500 billion to bail out
the S&Ls, which is enough money to pay for a New York City cab
ride from Earth to Uranus 10 times, plus up."

SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP) Eleven original illustrations of America’s first recurring drink strip character, the YeUow Kid, have been found in the collection of Syracuse University’s Byrd Library.
The 11 ink, pencil and watercolor drawings by
Richard Felton Outcault make up the largest body of
original Yellow Kid artwork in existence. Only four
other original illustrations exist. curator Mark
Weimer said Monday.
They were discovered in January by a staffer
indexing Syracuse’s extensive but uncataloged collection of material from the Street & Smith publish-

mg company, said Weimer, the library’s curator of
special collections.
the Yellow Kid, it’s safe to say, was the first
superstar of comics," said Brian Walker, exhibit
director of the Museum of Cartoon Art in Rye
Brook, N.Y., and the son of "Beetle Bailey" cartoonist Mon Walker.
"ffire Yellow Kid is truly the beginning of what is
perhaps one of two uniquely American art forms
the other being jazz," said Murray Tinkelman. a
Syracuse art professor and widely known illustrator.
At the height of his popularity in the late 1890s,

the Yellow Kid appeared on buttons, cracker tins.
cigarette packs, games, ladies’ fans, puzzles and
toys. He even became a figure in a Broadway show,
said Walker.
The Yellow Kid became a weapon in the ruthless
New York City circulation war between Joseph
Pulitzer and William Randolph Hearst.
The unnamed, bald street urchin with two large
teeth, large ears and bare feet was introduced on
May 5, 1895, as a character in Outcault’s slum world cartoon "Ilogan’s Alley," which appeared in
Pulitzer’s New York World.

Former Playboy waitress ‘13ambi’ returns
from Canada 2 years after prison escape

SCHOOLS
From Front Page
about the financial impact of creating
additional departments within schools.
Vogel said if the department of
journalism and mass communications
were to change into the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, it is possible that new departments, for example a department of
advertising, could be created under
that school.
"We are changing a name and not
understanding why. We need to think
it out a little bit," he said.
However, the proposal does state

that no new departments or personnel
will be created under this new policy.
The main criteria under the amended proposal slates in pan that a department must show sufficient evidence
that similar departments in other universities are frequently designated as
"schools."
A department must also offer a terminal degree (a degree that allows a
graduate to qualify for a job in that
field), a bachelor of arts or sciences or
higher, to be considered eligible for
the name change.
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Bay, Ontario, after a customer recognized her picture on the TV show
"America’s Most Wanted."
The former model was convicted in
1982 of fatally shooting her then -husband’s ex-wife in 1981. She claimed
she was framed because she threatened to expose fraud and drug use in
the Milwaukee police force.
Bembenek, 33, was taken to Taycheedah Correctional Institution, the
maximum-security prison she escaped
from. She will be placed in isolation
for up to 21 days, said prisons
spokesman Joe Scislowicz.

TAYCHEEDAIL Wis. (AP) A
former Playboy Club waitress and
policewoman sentenced to life for
murder was returned to Wisconsin
from Canada on Monday, 21 months
after she escaped from prison
Lawrencia "Bambi, ’ Bembenek
gained attention with her claims she
was framed for speaking out against
higher-ups in the police department
Supporters sold T-shirts emblazoned with "Run Bambi, Run" after
she escaped in July 1990. She was
captured in October 1990, working
under an alias as a waitress in Thunder
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Ken’s Hubb
The Rock and Roll Barber
318 S. 10th St.
Next to Robert’s Bookstore
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295-4336
3 E. San Carlos St. at Third St.
ACROSS FROM McDONALD’S
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1. Downtown Association
2. Copyiand
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5J 511
24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
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3. C 0 M Backpacidng

.

4. Chick It Rib
S. Famous Philly

1

6. Lee Sandwiches
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8. Tied House
9.
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Kinkos

10.
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Let’s Sandwiches
264 E. Santa Clara St. (Next to Lucky’s)
280-0322
Indoor & Outdoor Seating Available
Sun-Thurs.7a.m.-I0p.m. Fri.& Sat. lam. -Midnight
coupon expires 5/1/92

7. Ken’s Hubb
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have 9recd fasting sandwiches too.
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ALL DAY
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PER COPY

TIED HOUSE
Cafe & Brewery
An American Beata!l
ite our GOLD MEDAL winner Tied house Dark,

our SILVER MEDAL winner Tied House Dry,
and our SIX other fresh, handcrafted brews

65 N. San Pedro
San lose
408 295-BREW

TIED HOUSE
Cafe 8r Brewery

954 Villa St.
Mountain View
415 965-BREW
#8 Pacific Marina
Alameda
510 521-4321

FREI: PARKING IN SAN JOSE! (kind or)
Show us your dated parking stub and we’ll
subtract the perking fee from your tab when you buy
2 entrees OR a minimum $10 beverage ruchase
Not vale with any other promotion or offer

EARLY BIRDS GET
CHEEP DEALS AT

We do:

CHICK & RIB
RESTAURANT
Lunch
I0:30a.m.-2:00P.m.

Breakfast
6:00a.m.-2:00P.m.

High Quality Offset Printing Binding
Desktop Publishing Kodak Copies
Mailing

Color
Copies
909

Santa Clara St

San Fernando St.

9
W. San Carlos St

Free Pickup
Almmlen Fury

’Spartan Specials
Bacon & Eggs $2.99
Bisquits & Gravy $1.99
.10% Discount W/Student I.D.
148W. Alma Ave.( across from
294-5565

F
ilfitt St.

the

DMV)

and
Delivery

Copyland

Next to Original

Joes Restaurant

(with minimum)
325
South First St.
Phone: 293-9000
Fax: 293-7242

1893
W. San Carlos St
Phone: 971-2722
Fax 971-1304
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’Basic Instinct’ holds at number one,
SJSU’s
tops debut of baseball hero ’The Babe’
literary
magazine
prepares
for sales
By Dorothy Klavins
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s literary magazine,
Reed, will be sold off campus
this year for the first time.
Kepler’s in Menlo Park, A
Clean Well Lighted Place in
Cupertino and Books Inc. in
San Jose. will carry the publication
Reed magazine evolved from
SJSIll’s first literary magazines,
El Portal and The Quill, and is
in its 42nd year of continuous
publication.
Choosing from 290 fiction
entries and more than 1,300
poems, Max Gordon, fiction
editor and graduate student in
English, said the selection is a
three-step process that involves
the magazine’s whole staff. For
the second year, non-student
entries were accepted along
with those from SJSU students.
Manuscripts came from as far
away as I long Kong.
"There’s an awful lot of
good writing going unpublished," Gordon said. "Authors
swi- it blood to produce something and see it in print." The
current magazine has 14 short
stories and 19 pages of poetry
along with eight pages of art both photographs and illustrations.
Gactan M. Throng Vinh Gin,
a magazine journalism senior
and associate editor of design,
had to put up with a computer
crash and lost software but managed to locate another computer
in time.
"I increased my appreciation
of poetry and am better off for
having taken the class," said
Gia. The entire staff was part of
the final selection process and
Gia also served on the poetry
committee.
"We put 100 percent effort
into it, and I think it’s reflected
in the magazine," said Aaron
Malchow, a member of the fiction selection committee and a
senior in English.
"Literature should address
the human condition and raise
more questions than answers,"
Gordon said.
Beginning this Wednesday at
8 p.m., Reed magazine will be
read aloud at The Crepe
Shoppe, 86 North Market St.
Gordon, who will be managing
editor next year, hopes to continue the readings throughout
the summer using previous
issues of the magazine.
The rnagazine accepts entries
for the fall for publication in the
spring. Students are given preference in the selection process.
There is a maximum of three
poems or two stories per author.
(’all 924-4457 for more information.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - "Basic
Instinct" was the top movie in the
country over the weekend. "The
Babe," a film about legendary baseball
star Babe Ruth, was fifth.
"Basic Instinct" earned $6.7 million, followed by "White Men Can’t
Jump" at $6.1 million. "Beethoven"
was third with $5.9 million, according
to figures released Monday by
Exhibitor Relations Co. Inc.
Last week’s No. 1 movie, "Sleepwalkers," fell to fourth on receipts of
$5.2 million. "The Babe," in its debut
weekend, earned $5 million.
"Deep Cover," was sixth with $3.5
million.
"City of Joy" was seventh at $3.4
million. "FemGully ... The Last Rainforest" slipped from fifth to eighth,
with $3.3 million.
"Wayne’s World" was ninth with
$3.1 million. It became the first movie
of the year to earn more than $100
million.
Its earnings to date are $102.8 million.
"Ihunderhem" was 10th with $2.3

million.
Among other new releases, "Brenda Starr," the long-delayed film starring Brooke Shields, flopped.
It earned only $30,035 for a weekend average of fewer than nine viewers
per show.
Here are the estimated top movie
ticket sales Friday through Sunday,
according to Exhibitor Relations, with
distributor, weekend gross, number of
theater screens, average per screen,
total gross and number of weeks in
release.
I. "Basic Instinct," TriStar, $6.7
million, 1,823 screens, $3,650 per
screen, $70 million, five weeks.
2. "White Men Can’t Jump," 20th
Century Fox, $6.1 million, 1,882
screens, $3,262 per screen, $48.1 million, four weeks.
3. "Beethoven," Universal, $5.9
million, 1,925 screens, $3,080 per
screen, $23.7 million, three weeks.
4. "Sleepwalkers," Columbia, $5.2
million, 1,914 screens, $2,709 per
screen, $18.1 million, two weeks.
5. ’The Babe," Universal, $5 mil-
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lion, 1,566 screens, $3,200 per screen,
$5 million, one week.

6. "Deep Cover," New Line, $3.5
million, 901 screens, $3,831 per
screen, $4.3 million, If weeks.

8. "FemGully ... The Last Rainforest," 200 Century Fox, $3.3 million,
1,663 screens, $1,979 per screen, $8.4
million, two weeks.

9. "Wayne’s World," Paramount,
$3.1 million, 1,565 screens, $2,008 per
screen, $102.8 million, 10 weeks.
10. "Thunderheart," TriStar, $2.3
million, 1,097 screens, $2,100 per
screen, $12.7 million, three weeks.
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Wynton Marsalis

500 Years of Resistance:
SJSU Campus Coalition
Presents first in a series of events

-*Innocent ;at Oglala"
Produced by Robert Redford

Tuesday, April 21st, 7PM
Umunhum Room, 3rd Floor, Student 11
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For more Information: 408/924-251e or 408/924.2591

Spartan Bookstore
April 20-24
Sale on selected recycled and
reusable products!
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
Spartan Shop.. In,

SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY
SUMMER SESSION
1992
SESSION I:

Daily staff report
Eight-time Grammy award
winner, Wynton Marsalis is bringing his renowned trumpet sound to
the San Jose Center for the Performing Arts, sponsored by the
Associated Students Program
Board.
He is towing the United States
with a 10-piece band, playing
songs from his past 10 albums and
new song from his forthcoming
album "Blue Interlude."
Doors for the concert open at 7
p.m. and the show starts at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $20 in advance and
$16 for SJSU students.

7. "City of Joy," TriStar, $3.4 million, 842 screens, $4,045 per screen,
$3.4 million, one week.

EARTH WEEK
with the

Wynton Marsalis
brings jazz to S.J.

June 18 - July 24

SESSION II: July 27- September 1
III Over 70 core curriculum and advanced
courses in the College of Arts and
Sciences taught by Santa Clara’s
distinguished faculty.

TWO VITAL KEYS TO
WINNING JOB OFFERS

PUT AT&T ON YOUR
RESUME BEFORE
YOU GRADUATE

A Resume That Stands
Out and Says "Yes"
*Interviewing Skills That
Bring "Living Proof" to
Your Resume

1992 Fall Marketing
Opportunities Available
AT&T is seeking ambitious, sales-oriented students to participate in our 7 day on-campus
marketing program selling AT&T products
,ervices. Hours ore Flexible with top compen& bonuses. Must be available 1-2
....,eeks prior to the start of classes. We need:
AT&T STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER
"., be responsible For overall event implemen,ihori, daily management & training of student
yaup. Requires strong leadership ability.
,or management/soles-related experience
plus. Must be available to attend National
roining on August 5-7, 1992.
ASSISTANT STUDENT
(:AMPUS MANAGER
r, manage a group of students on a daily basis
rod assist with overall event implementation.
les/leadership experience a plus.
A-rscr STUDENT REP/
CAMPUS GROUP
io etas our on -campus representatives Must
, outgoing & soles-oriented.
lind out more about these great opportuni
,es, call 1-800-592-2121, ext. 135 or send
,,ume to CD,1 AT&T Recruitment, 1500 Wa) St., 19th H., Philadelphia, PA 19102.

"Successful career searches result from successful
sales/marketing efforts!"
Special Program Package for "Soon Grads"
includes: -Resume/Job Search Consultation
-Interviewing Skills
-Cover/Follow Up Letters
-Professional Typing of Term Papers
DO YOU HAVE THE "WINNING" APPROACH
NECESSARY TO SUCCESSFULLY SELL/MARKET YOUR
TALENTS, SKILLS, EXPERIENCE AND EDUCATION
*Does your resume stand out and say "yes!"?
*Are your job search efforts getting your foot through the right
doors?
*Are your interviewing skills in winning form?

vrser

NO CHARGE FOR INITIAL CONSULTATION
LAWRENCE CHADWICK Et ASSOC.
Resume& Job Search Consultants
1190 Saratoga Ave., Suite 210
236-3285, (FAX) 247-1108

Reduced tuition of $120 per unit.
Enrollment open to all students in
good standing.
For further information:
Summer Session
Santa Clara University
Santa Clara, CA 95053
(408) 554-4833; FAX (408) 554-5038
"The Jesuit University in the Silicon Valley."

0_000
LASH

This is Bob Lewis’s
gift to all SJSU students
when they buy a new
’92 Volkswagen GTI.
Use the $1000 for a
down payment, options
or whatever you want.
The choice is yours.

The 1992 Volkswagen Gil includes:
ioo HP Engine
Recarro Type Seats
Fog tights
Power Rack and Pinion
Rear Spoiler
5Year Powertraln Warranty
Alloy Tear Drop Wheels Fihrvergnugen

Base Price

$111110*

First Time Buyer
College graduate
Ask about our $3,000 cash
back on new ’92 Cabriolets
911 W. Capitol Expressway
s.in Jose (408) 265-4400

1

(Price excludes tax, options, (Ire- , and license)
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Order your college ring NOW.
A

M

)TENS

Date: April 20 - April 24
Time: 10am - 4pm
Place: Spartan Bookstore Lobby
Only $20.00 deposit Required
Meet with your Jostens representative for full details See our complete ring aelectinn on ilitmlay in your college bookstore

SPARTAN DAILY San

WORLD EVENTS

SJSU WEATHER:

TODAY - Increasing clouds with highs in the mid 70’s.
TOMORROW - Fair with highs in the mid 70’s.

@ Israel will open ED Gasoline prices
soar, motorists
Palestinian
left in the dust
university

0 72,000 turn out
for AIDS
benefit
LONDON (AP) - Wembley Stadium
thundered with heavy metal and the cheers of
72,000 rock fans Monday at a charity concert
"to celebrate the life and work and dreams"
of Queen singer Freddie Mercury, who died
last year of AIDS.
Nearly a hundred performers, including
Elton John, David Bowie, George Michael
and other top pop stars gathered for the tribute
to Mercury.
The lead singer of the group Queen, Mercury died in November at age 45. Organizers
hope the 3 -hour show, broadcast to 70 countries, will raise hundreds of thousands of dollars to fight acquired immune deficiency syndrome.

Tuesday, April 21, 1992

lose State University

MOSCOW (AP) - In the latest blow to
price-battered Russians, Moscow authorities
unexpectedly quadrupled gasoline prices on
Monday. Now it costs the average Russian a
week’s salary to fill the gas tank.
Motorists grumbled they would have to
take on extra jobs to pay for gas - or just
stop driving.
"I can’t do without my car," moaned
mechanic Vladimir Markarov. "We are going
to somehow find ways to cope." He said he
might use his car as a private taxi, or moonlight with extra car-repair jobs.
Prices for everything from clothing to cabbage have skyrocketed in Russia since January, when President Boris N. Yeltsin lifted
decades of government price controls on most
goods and services. Gas prices had already
tripled before Monday.
Despite the latest price increase, there
were long lines at Moscow gas stations. Some
frustrated drivers complained that state-owned
gas stations shut down over the weekend so
they didn’t have to sell gas at the old prices.
Moscow has suffered gas shortages in
recent weeks, with fuel being diverted to
southern regions for spring planting.
Russia, which has one of the world’s
largest known oil reserves, has seen production drop in recent years because of outdated
equipment.
Before Monday, it cost about 60 rubles to
fill the standard 10-gallon tank with the most
commonly used gasoline. Now it costs 240
rubles - only $2, but about a week’s salary
for the average Russian worker.
"It’s an unpleasant and rather depressing
feeling," said Vladimir Stukalov, a computer
worker, waiting dejectedly in a two-hour line
outside a Minskaya Street gas station in west-

JERUSALEM (AP) - Israel will permit
the gradual reopening of the last of six Palestinian universities shut during much of the 4year-old Palestinian uprising, the defense
ministry said Monday.
A spokesman for Bir Zeit University, the
most respected Arab campus in the occupied
West Bank, said he hoped some classes
would resume by April 29, but stressed no
opening date has been set.
Bir Zeit has been closed since Jan. 8,
1988, a month after Palestinians began their
uprising against Israeli occupation of the West
Bank and Gaza Strip.
The army said the university had been a
center for anti -Israeli activity, but Defense
Minister Moshe Arens said Monday this is no
longer the case.
"The decision to reopen Bir Zeit ... coincides with our policy to reopen all the education facilities in Judea, Samaria and the Gaza
Strip," Arens told army radio, using the biblical names for the West Bank.
Since the closure, hundreds of students
have taken "unofficial" classes in homes,
restaurants and hotels but have been blocked
from using campus facilities such as the
library and laboratories.
Bir Zeit University’s teaching staff
includes 13 of the 46 members of the Palestinian negotiating and advisory teams to U.S.backed Middle East peace talks. The school’s
enrollment is about 2,600.
Arens said he met with university staff and
told them the university would be allowed to
reopen in stages provided it does not become
a focal point for violence.

Queen guitarist Brian May took the stage
with fellow Queen members Roger Taylor
and John Deacon, and said they were there
"to celebrate the life and work and dreams of
one Freddie Mercury. We’re going to give
him the biggest sendoff in history!"
American heavy metal band Metallica got
the concert off to a pounding start, their music
throbbing through the north London stadium
from giant speakers.
The huge crowd swayed to the music, raising their arms in the air. Many held red banners bearing Freddie’s name, and performers
wore the red ribbons that have become a symbol of AIDS awareness.
More than 100,000 ribbons were given
out.
Bob Geldof, in a vivid daisy-pattemed suit
of black, green and yellow, sang a song he
wrote with Mercury called "Too late God."
Geldof, whose Live -Aid concert for
famine relief set a pattern for charity rock
concerts, then introduced Spinal Tap.

em Moscow.
Also Monday, the prices of diesel fuel
increased more than sevenfold, and a highoctane gasoline favored by drivers of Western-made cars rose about sixfold.
Actor Viktor Kulukhin also feared he
would have to abandon his car for the crowded Moscow subway. He said he was already
having trouble buying food and clothing on
his monthly salary of 1,000 rubles - $8.30

NEWS

Five correct - Refreshed after
Spring Break.
Three to four - Drained from
Spring Break.
One to two - Can’t remember
Spring Break
0 What is the U.S. Supreme
Court debating this week?
44 Is 1992 a good or bad salmon
year for Bay Area fishermen’?

o Name San Jose’s Police
Chief?

0 Who will play Catwoman in
the movie "Batman Returns’"?
(II What was the score for the
Warriors and Sonics game?

ANSWERS: (I) Abortion (2) Bad (3) Lou
ruhatruvias (4) Michelle Pfeiffer (5)Y/introits

108 - Sonics 106

The SPARTAN DAILY

mak.. no claim for products or
advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

65 Mustang
$50.
Choose from thousands starting
at $25 FREE 24 hour recording
reveals details. 1301.3792929
Copyright N CA29IUC.
AUTO INSURANCE

NEED EXTRA INCOME FOR 19927

Earn $500. - $1000, weekly
stuffing envelopes. For details:
Rush $1.00 with SASE to:
018 Group Inc
1019 Lk, Sherwood’
Orlando, FL 32818.

Campus Insurance Service
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Many positrons. Great benefits. Call
800 338-3388 Ext. P-3310.
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
ANNOUNCEMENTS
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
AFRICAN CONNECTIONS
SUMMER TEACHING POSITION
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Books and unique African gins.
California’s most repected reading
’Good Student’
’Family Multi-car"
school is hiring reading enrichment
463 So. Bascom Ave
San Jose, CA. 95128.279.3342.
CALL TODAY
teachers. FT summer work,
$400 -$500./wk v. mi. allotment.
2965270
COMMUNITY COLLEGE Transfers.
health benefrts. Paid training,
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
Researching article on transfer to 4
flexible hrs, Undergrad degree
required. Need car. Hone teaching
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
year colleges. If you did it, meet me
Fri. 4/24, in N.W. corner of Art
skills while helping kids learn to
Quad, 10 s.m. Informal 15-20 minlove books. 415 759.6950.
ute Q & A. Thanks. Fred (Hartnell).
COMPUTERS
PASTA MIA RESTAURANT

(Located on Light Rail)
istr. $250
IBM PC 2FD mono v. ptr. $250.
Accepting applications for part.
IBM XI 10M mono. $300 time cashier and kitchen positions.
used by the pros for weight loss & IBM AT 20M COLOR $450 Fun, fast-paced atmosphere. Must
body sculpting with fast results! IBM PS/2 501 VGA 30M $650 be energetic, enthusiastic, depend
No drugs’ Not a diet! All natural! Cash/terms 453-9322 248-8321
able and neat in appearance
100% guaranteed! 408 496-1318.
Apply in person at PASTA MIA,
2565 No, First Street (at Trimble)
LOSE HALF YOUR BUTT
BY SUMMER!
Leading edge scientific formulas,

81,000.000. MEDICAL /HEALTH

Insurance coverage for students
thru Blue Cross of California
Rates as low as $20. per month.
A Dental Care plan is aiso available
for as little as $4 75 per month
To apply for coverages, Call’

Compaq Partible 2FD

E2IfiALE

BLUE WHITE SCHWINN TEMPO

Good condition 19 Inch frame
Shimano 105 components
Leave message at 408 773-1121

MEN - WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
NEW, FRESH 41 CLEAN. 3 boirm./2
ha, apt. 2 blocks to campus. Gated
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
Avail. 5/1. 998.5485. Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing, or
using chemicals Let us
Special summer rates. Call today.
permanently remove your
unwanted hart BACK-CHESTGATEWAY APTS. NOW ACCEPTING
LIP-BIKINI-CHIN-TUMMY- ETC
applications for Fall. 1.11. 2 bdrm. 2
bath. Free cable TV Game room w/ Students & faculty 15% discount.
pool table & ping pong. BBQ area.
1st. appt. 1/2 price if made by
5/31/92. Hair Today Gone
Corner of 4th & William, Ideal for
Tomorrow, 621 E. Campbell Ave
4 students. Call today 947-0803.
017. Campbell. (408)379-3500

garage.

THE ROOMMATE SERVICE
2414510 or 2414511.

A shared housing service
Lookers Free - Havers $20. Fee,
Over 100 listings available!
The simplest and best way
to find a roommate.
HI RISE BLDG. BRIGHT, AIRY

1 Br Apts with A.E.K., D.W., AC.,
gated covered perking, intercom
entry, laundry. ON for 2.
Rent from $695. Quiet, nice for
staff. 1 block from campus.
Aspen Vintage Tamer. 297-4705.
2 BEDROOM APT. $750/MONTH.
Close in
Modern building

MATURE, STAKE FEM. WANTED

89 Mercedes
86 VW

87 Mercedes

$200.
$50.

$100.

801-3792925.
Copyright I CA291(EB.

117.00 - 4.00 PER HOUR

Fullbrne or Parttime
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS
Excellent benefits
Credit union
Vacation pay
Free uniforms or non uniformed.
Referral bonus
Apply: Mon.. Fri. 8 ern .5 pm.
Vie-guard Security Swim’s
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
Betsy. San Tomas/Olcott near 101
NOMEWORKERS NEEDED NOW!!
Earn $1,000. weekly mailing our

circulars in your spare time at
home! Guanintinid! Free supplies &
postage’ Easy money! Begin now’
No experience necessary!
Free details! Send L SASE to
SMS. Dept, Col -11.5. Box 610,
Cordova TN 38019.0610

HOUSING
PLAN

AHEAD

FOR THE

FALL

semester. Now accepting ’police
tons for 2 bdrm./2 bs apartments
for Aug. 1. occupancy. Call Den at

295.5256 or corns by State House
Apts corner of 11th and Williams

FREE COLOR ANALYSIS.
analysis.
Professional image consultant.

make-over & skin care

Quality products at 40-75% less
than retail. Small groups or
individuals, Cell Tracy 947.1537.

VOICEMAILM. PER MONTH.

No deposit. installation or deposit
costs Private and secure
Simple to use. For information:
Call 1 800 659.3356
110% demount on all PERMANENT
COSMETICS by TRISH. Enhance
your natural beauty!! EYE LINEREYEBROWS-LIPS-CHEEKS-SMALL
SCARS BLENDED. Egiires 5.31.92.
408-3794E00

WORDPROCESSING
BUDGET WORD PROCESSING
Excellent finished copy.

International Students Welcome!

ATTENTION STUDENTS/FACULTY

Let THE RIGHT TYPE who
your wordprocessrng woes’
Reasonable rates
Evenings and weekends
Willow Glen area
Ask about specials’
Call (408) 266.1460

AMTRAK EXPANDS TRAIN
SERVICE TO SAN JOSE!

From Sacramento, Amtrak buses
continue directly to Auburn / Cotfwi
/ Truckee, and Marysville / Oroville
/ Chico / Red Bluff / Redding. One
Amtrak ticket covers both train and
bus. newsy fare to Sacramento

THE TYPESMITH offers word
processing on a Macintosh 110 with
a Laser printer I do term papers,

$23. Roundtrips only 130. most
days 3 deity departures also available from San lose to Fresno /Hanford / Bakersfield via direct Amtrak
bus to trarnsde at Stockton.
For information:
Call 1.800 LISA RAIL

reports, resumes, letters.
I am in the Cambrian area
Call Men at
4184370

WAY FRIENDLY HOME TYPIST

Near De Anza & ValIco
Shopping Center. off Bollrnger.
Word Perfect / Laser Printer.

OPEN EVERY DAY -24 HOURS!!

Suzanne 446.5658

Word Processing, Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Work. APA
%replan Desktop Publishing.
Graphic Design & Layout
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed

VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oakridge Mall
2244391.
Professionally Prepared Resumes

in 24 hrs $1000 (mncl 6 comes).
Same dm also available 448-7651

PROFESSIONAL WP.- RESUMES.

FREE PICK-UP AND DELNERY
ON CAMPUS (Monday-Friday)
for all your TYPING needs.
OVER-NIGHT turn-around
for most papers
(with advance notice).
15 yrs. experience Dependable!
$2.00 per double spaced page.
Call Jude - 138.2279 (evenings)

Willow Glen area Hrs. 78.- 8:30p

Try Amtrak’s 3 new daily trains to
Sacramento. leaving San Jose at
6.35 am_ 1235 pm. & 5:10pm.
Trains stop at Fairfield and Davis.

wordprocessing! Term papers
reports, group papers, resumes,
letters, theses, laserprorter,
etc. All formats plus Abe,
Spellcheck, punctuation
& grammar assistance.
All work guaranteed!
Call PAM 247-2681,
Elam 8pm
for worry free professional
dependable service.

Cal 331140311.
STUDENT PAPERS & RESUMES.

CALL UNDA TODAY

for experrencedgnisecorpdowlanoiseforp
Theses. term
Papers, group protects. etc
All formats including APA
Quick return
Transcription services available.
Almaden / Brenham area
Phone 264-4504
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED

dissertations, papers. Loser printer.
Pick up/del. avail Nikki 779-4113

SUMMER IN EUROPE FROM $276

each way on discounted scheduled
airlines to Europe from San
Francisco Call 1800)325.2026

Processors,
familiar with APA/Turabian
formats Science and English
papers our specialty. Free spell
check/storage. Lowcost editing
and graphics. Resumes and
other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing
Call Paul or Virginia
251-0449

EXPERIENCED WORD

Experrenced & Affordable
Term papers. Theses.
Manuscripts. WordPerfect 5.1.

TRAVEL

Campbell, Ca. 95008.

PROFESSIONAL TYPE SETTING:
term papers, theses,
relltAMOS. letters,

acNertisements, and flyers,

Quality and prompt service
Call Fen at:
(408) 247.3695.
IMPROVE YOUR SPA. PROF. W/P

Resumes, theses, papers, Dustless
plans. Grammar /spelling
Transcription. Laser printer,
FREE Pick up & delivery.

Low rates.
(408) 747.0335.

PROFESSIONAL
WORDPROCESSING SERVICE.
Theses, term papers, reports

resumes, letters
Save time - Fax your adds to me
Quick return. 15 years experience.
WordPerfect 5.1, Laser printout,
Call Mane at
971-6231,
A QUAIJTY TYPING SERVICE
Term PaPers, theses, resumes.

letters & reports, All formats
Steno service Pick up and delivery
for large lobs, 20 years experence
MA in English - Phi Beta Kappa
Call Margaret, 8 am to 8 pm.
at 251.6775
QUALITY WORD PROCESSING
Fast & dependable
Flexible hours WP 5.1
Noel - 732.8612
WHEN THE BEST
IS ALL YOU NEED.
PAPERS - $1.90/pg and up
RESUMES - $12.00 and an
Mwirtlosfi II - Spell - Grammer
English problems a specialty!
Open evenings and weekends.
VISA - MasterCard

GRAD STUDENTS! Call Marsh.
at 266-9448 for assistance wrth all
phases of Thesis/Protect
preparation Editing grammar.
408/254-4565
punctuation, sentence structure).
tables, graphs, laser printing.
PROFESSIONAL WP.- RESUMES
(Resume service also available) dissertations. papers Latter printer
Pick up/del avail Nikki 7794113,
International Students welcome!
Willow Glen area.
Hours 7 a.m. 8:30 p.m

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)
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Name
AD RATES,

MINIMIN
Two
Days

Three
Days

Four
Days

$5 00 $6.00

$7 00

$8.00

$9.00

STUDIO APT. FOR ONE PERSON

4
5

lines

$600 $7 00

$800

$9.00

$10.00

lines

$700 $800

$900

$10.00 $11.00

6 firma

18 00 $900

$10 00 $11.00 $12.00

One
Day

Please check /
your classification:

3 1N1 S (IN ( )fif DAY

3 lines

Discount possible. 2 bdrm/2 bath
Free basic table, laundry facility,
security entrance, remodeled,
close, convenient Call Dan at
295.5258 or leave a message

Hawaii. Mexico, Europe, U 5?
Make your vacation plans now
Call for low airfares
408 997.3647 Arlene

Call Mrs. Morton 266.9448. Expertise on Abe, MLA, Turathan formats
Will add for correct grammar,
punctuation, & sentence structure;
prepare tables, and graphs;
print out in attractive laser type
(Will also edit your DOS disk.)

Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. 1117

ARTFUL DECOR, 1929 STUDIOS
for 1, $500./mo. One of
kind
See weekends, 11-4. 222 N. 3rd.

SUMMER RENTAL

Call 14004784894.
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO 007

Five
Days

Util paid No pets. $475 per. mo
$350 sec day Call 259-7046
4 MM. NOUSE, 2 ROOMS avail
May 1st Master. $425 + 1/3 utrl
Other: $350, + 1/3 utrl Kitchen &
family room Full pm Leigh/Cart
nor Cell Valerie (408)371.7539

informatron on semester, year.
graduate, summer and
internship programs in Perth,
Townsville, Sydney, and Melbourne
Programs start at $3520.

SCHOLARSHIPS

Earn Free basic cable service
Secure parking
$2.000 ../month v world travel
Holiday, summer & career employ, Elevator
ment wadable. No experxence nec. Laundry room
essary. For employment program- 11.00 am. to 1:00 pm 295.6893
Call’ 1-206-5454155 ext. C523
Village Apartments 576 S 5th St

PAINTERS WANTED. No exp. nee.
HELP WANTED
$5 00-$8.00/hr. Work with other
SERVICES
students Call Steve Shields at
TIV
For emergency power, remote
ISM
AC
The taking of action to achieve a Student Painters 1-800-394-6000 COLLEGE FUNDS FOR EVERYONE
homes & cabins, yard heti%
’Eligibility
regardless of grades
or
social
change
Available solar calls, books,
political
and income for most
CALIFORNIA CITIZEN ACTION MENTION CIRCULATORS NEEDED
toys, & battery chargers
*Minimum 7 sources guraranteed
Earn $6 00 - $1200 per hour!
BE AT EARTH DAY SJSU ’92-4/22 is now hiring articulate energetic
Will train Full or part time
’Over $10 billion in
Dallas Solar Power, 408 294.5848 people to make California a better
Reoble hours Paid daily
private sector ad.
place to live. Get involved in your
For free info cal1,408 927.9299.
future. Benefits/travel/advance. Campaign Management Services
WANTED: PSYCHOLOGY
(408)2484406
Trent oppty. Hrs. 2-10 p.m. $325.VOLUNTEERS
WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
$550. /week. Call (408) 2865077.
Reach out 3 hours per week
All sublects Paper, thesis
SUMMER JOSH
as a Community Friend, providing
SABYSITTER NEEDED. MY NOME, for career minded individuals Work development assistance Qualified
social support to those
writers Editing Resumes Work
with new Environment Co FT/PT
Cupertino. One afternoon per week
suffering from mental illness
Immediate openings No experience guaranteed Reasonable. Berkeley
Greet experience for psych maims Call 446.2102
needed aoa 363.0255
(510)841.5036
We train (408)436.0606

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA

College scholarships available
nationwide, Recorded message
gives details 1 (510) 4298497

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING -

SOLAR POWER FUTURE IS HERE!

SUMMER TOURS TO EUROPE,
AUSTRAUA & GREEK ISLANDS.

All expenses paid including meals
51395.-$1798. Call Contrki Tours.
1900-950-1037 ext. 02.

Gwen, Trish or Malice.
Registered Electrologists

3410 Stevens Creek San lose
Open Daily. 11 a m -5 p.m

(408) 212.7300.

for live-in school-age childcare
WANTED: STUDY VOLUNTEERS
Healthy indrvickrals 31 to 59 years, Rm/Brd $100 /WI 241,9630 SC
who are interested in participating
in a study InvestgatIng everyday
UBRARY STUDENT wanted to man
living skills Please call 924-3060 age a small but growing automated
for information. Study will take
software library In Scotts Valley
place at SJSU, M-F, 9-5 p.m.
Duties include cataloging, maintain
Ing library database, acquisitions.
serials maintenance, and helping
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
staff. Requirements: some aspen
Office yowls, teeth cleaned and
ence with cataloging and online
X-rays - no charge.
searching helpful but not niecesSAVE MONEY and your TEETH
swy.
Pay is $10 per hour to start.
Enroll nowt
For brochure see A.S. Office or Hours to be arranged to fit your
schedule (days, nights, weekends
call 806655.3225
OA.) and will vary between 4-10
hrs. per month. Great opportunity
EARN MS for your fraternity,
sorority, club or business by selling for someone interested in learning
srlkscreened t.shir ts or sweatshirts about special libraries, cataloging
or automated systems for small
w/ your custon desgn or logo
libraries. If interested call Lynn
(6 color max) Quality printing
conveniently located in Santa Clete Adams at 423-4503
Call Stelnelorm Grephice for a
LOCAL PEST CONTROL COMPANY
quote today"! 4944343.
needs energetic sales people for
door to door sales High potential
AMAZINO SECRETS REVEALED!!!
Get free grants up to $500,000 income, will license and train Call
289 7891 and leave a message.
from US Gov’t and not pay a penny
back’ Get 10-20 secured credit
COUNSELOR / DIRECT CARE
cards at only 8% with $4000
of
Staff needed at local
listing
instant credit Complete
residential facilities for
govt rob openings from $25k -63k
young adults with autism and
For information write to IC S Box
related disabilities FT/PT positions
3205. Saratoga. CA 95070.1205
available Start 18.-14.25 /hour.
CASH FOR EDUCATION. More than SuPervISOr Portion* available troth
$1,000,000,630 in financial aid is prior everence. $7.-$7.25/hour.
Call 408 418.3953.
available to students annually.
I.C.S. Corp. can find 6 to 25
PRIVATE PRESCHOOL
sources of financial assistance
in downtown San Jose seeks
geared specifically to you. For free
TEACHER w/ mln 12 units ECE
ard complete information. write to
mamma for morning program
1,C.S. Corp. P.O. Box 3205
810 -1 00 Call Lauren 2861533
Saratoga CA. 95070.
!Time is s terroble thirgto
1140,000/YM READ BOOKS
Do it now.
and TV scripts. Fill out simple
’Irke/dont like’ form. EASY! Fun,
relsorg at borne, beech, vacations
AUTOMOTIVE
Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 hour recording.
CHEAP! FM/U.S. SEIZED
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OKERLUND
From Front Page
cent African American and one percent Native
American.
The ethnic diversity is smaller than at SJSU,
which has a minority student population of 40
percent.
But perhaps the biggest difference between the
two sister campuses is the controversy at SJSU
when put next to Sonoma’s. SJSU has made
headlines recently with its presidential search
conflicts, the Ram and athletic program problems.
"We don’t have any hotspots," Abbey said.
"Sonoma State is in a very good state right now."
"Morale is good. The relationship between
faculty and administration is very good. Relations
in the community are very good," Abbey said.
Interviews with others on campus bear Abbey
out.
In fact, the most controversial event at Sonoma
State, according to Chris Powlan, co-president of
Sonoma State’s Gay and Lesbian Alliance, was
the invitation of a guest speaker to this year’s
graduation.
Powlan said the speaker was a Navy commander and is to be "disinvited" by the college after
the Gay and Lesbian Alliance got together 100
signatures to protest the speaker, said Powlan.
"We used to allow military recruiters on campus," Powlan said. But when "we (the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance) threatened to picket them, they
stopped."
Nestled in the wine country of Sonoma County, the university, built in 1960, is located in
Rohnert Park which has a population of 30,000.
Phone calls to the Rohnen Park Clarion, the
town newspaper, show Sonoma State to be a quiet
college campus.
Although a hotbed of controversy during the

WST: Some must take test over
hey day of the 1960s, Sonoma State is now a
commuter campus, with few people doing anything but going to school and then leaving.
In fact, according to Nate Washburn, a staff
member of the college radio station, KSUN, "for
the past five or six years everyone’s gotten pretty
mellow"
"A lot of people are coming up from southern
California," to get away from the lifestyle of Los
Angeles, Washburn said. "It’s generally pretty
passive here."
The position opened up when the current president, David Benson, announced his decision to
retire. That announcement came in September
1991.
In November, the chancellor’s office started
the selection process and said the new president
would be announced during the week of May 19.
Should Okerlund become president at Sonoma, the largest headache she’ll inherit is the budgetary problems facing all campuses in the CSU
system.
With a state budget deficit of $6 billion, Gov.
Pete Wilson has asked CSU trustees to increase
student fees by 40 percent.
"I’m very concerned about budgetary problems," Okerlund said.
"You can either ignore the problems or pitch
in and solve the problems."
Okerlund said she became an administrator to
work on the problems, although if the position at
Sonoma doesn’t pan out, Okerlund said she
would be happy to stay at SJSU, whether it be as
academic vice president or as a professor of
English.
Okerlund is expected to visit the Sonoma campus on May 4 to meet with faculty, staff and students in an open forum, much the same as the six
final candidates came to SJSU in March.

From Front Page
half of one percent of students who take the rest and score higher
than 64 points out of 72 on the objective fail the essay. But the rate
in this exam was 3.9 percent, nine times the average.
The cancellation of the scores will only affect those 195 students who failed the essay but passed the multiple choice section.
Those students will have to take a re-test this Saturday at the university’s expense. The students must pass a new multiple choice
test in order to regain passing status.
Students who passed both sections or passed on the basis of the
essay alone will not have to take the test again. Waivers are granted on the basis of both the objective and the essay tests, but
because the objective scores have been canceled they will be
granted on the basis of the essay alone, the letter informed the students.
But officials said not all the students who passed the objective
but failed the essay necessarily cheated.
Of the 196 students who passed only the multiple choice portion, Margolin estimated somewhere between 80 and 100 students
had cheated.
There is no question that one of the tests was stolen, Margolin
said. The testing deparunent had noticed there was one test missing but thought American College Testing, the testing company,
had sent one fewer test, and were investigating the matter when
the cheating was discovered, she said.
"That’s happened before so people were not terribly
concerned," said Margolin, explaining why the matter was not
fully investigated before the tests were administered.
Margolin said it is still unclear how the test was stolen as it was
kept in a locked cabinet in a locked room in the testing office
which was also locked. Southern calculated it would take four
keys to get to the tests, Margolin said.
"What it means is it was very well planned," said Margolin.
Information from students indicates the test was on the available on campus for a month or more before the day it was administered.
She said there was no evidence of breaking and entering, but

that the culprits could have climbed through an open window and
located some hidden keys. Margolin said she didn’t know if the
theft could have been an inside job, but said the University Police
Department is investigating the matter. UPD Spokesman Richard
Staley said the case is not a police matter at the moment.
"Everyone is under investigation," said Margolin. But she
insisted that Southern, the testing director, is very careful about
screening her employees to ensure there are no conflicts of interests. As soon as officials noted the discrepancy in test scores, they
spoke to students who informed them that copies of the test were
available on campus, she said.
The penalty for students who cheated on the test, as defined by
the university’s academic dishonesty policy, could range from probation to expulsion, said Margolin.
However, students who come forward with information may be
treated more leniently, officials said.
"Individuals who have information regarding the possible
infraction may be considered for leniency," said Steve Aquino, a
psychometrist in SJSU’s testing and evaluation department, who
has made himself available to students who wish to discuss the
incident.
In addition to the penalty from the university, those who stole
the test may face charges of copyright-infringement from the testing company. The company spends $150,000 to $200,000 for
every new test form, and if the integrity of this test has been violated it is possible it cannot be used again, thereby costing the company a great deal of money.
"That’s a serious matter for a company, and they will probably
prosecute vigorously," Margolin said.
Margolin said the theft and subsequent cheating will result in
the need for more security on the tests which will, in turn, raise the
cost of the tests for students. There is also the possibility the testing company will refuse to supply the university’s tests or raise the
further raising the cost.
price in the future
"All the students will end up paying for what a few students
did," she said.
The university has established a voice-mail box (924-5938) for
students who have any information about the theft.

EARTH
From Front Page
then lake the scraps from the vegetables and decompose them in a worm
box. From there, the worm wastes
will be put into a planter box where
the herbs used to cook the vegetables
are growing.
"This full circle solar display
shows people how the whole system
works and how the food tastes,"
Williams said.
Williams hopes to see 6,000 to
10,000 people at Earth Day and
says the event stresses practical things
people can do to help save the planet.
He also said the event is focusing on
children because "kids are really
smart"
"Kids know a lot more about the
planet than most people do," Williams
said.
The promotional poster for the
Earth Day event reads, "Listen to the
wisdom of native people and children
because good planets are hard to
find"
Williams said in the future, children will have fewer resources and
will have to deal with larger problems
in terms of contamination of the planet.
"Because of this, plus the tough
economic climate ," Williams said,
"children should have their say
because they will be most affected by
the future of the environment."

Schedule for
Earth Day
Wednesday,
April 22
Opening
10 a.m.
introduction to events.
Speaker
1005 a.m.
from PG&E, topic: solar
energy.
Speaker
10:20 a.m.
from Office Of Environmental Management pf
San Jose, topic: solid
waste.
Speaker:
10:40 a.m.
Ted Smith, topic: toxins in
the Silicon Valley.
Speaker:
11 a.m.
Greenbelt Alliance, topic:
open space.
Speaker:
11:45 a.m.
Frank Schiavo, topic:
nuclear energy.
Speaker:
12:05 p.m.
Steve Shunk, topic: Earth
Day introduction.
Music:
12:15 p.m.
Bliss Ninnies.
1 p.m. Tena Council
Drum Session: Traditional
Native American songs.
Speaker:
1:30 p.m.
Tony Gonzales from
Indian
International.
Treaty Council.
Music: Bliss
2 p.m.
Ninnies.
2:45 p.m. Speaker:
Christopher Williams,
topic: recycling.
More enter3 p.m.
tainment.

Get financial aid
when you need it most.
After you graduate.
0

Life doesn’t suddenly become
easy when you get out of college.
There are the challenges of
starting a career, getting settled in a new
apartment and doing it all within your budget.
4.3.1
So to help you out, we put together the
AT&T Moving Ahead Pitgram.
When you sign up we’ll send you a $5
AT&T Long Distance Certificate worth 35
minutes of AT&T long distance calling** And every time
you move and choose AT&T or switch from another long
distance company, you’ll get even more savings benefits.
Since you’ll probably be traveling more, you’ll also
get an AT&T Calling Cara sent to you, free. It helps make

blSO
9 3, 099
v..3.9.3

calling from payphones easier and you don’t have to replace it when you mow.
You’ll also have the opportunity to save on AT&T
long distance calls with the AT&T Reach Our America
Calling Plan.
Even our Moving Ahead newsletter can help. Be
sides being full of tips on things like managing your
money and job hunting it includes chances to save
on the latest clothes, your favorite CDs and more.
Just call 1 800662-2610,
Ext. 3835 to join the AT&T
Moving Ahead Program.
And get a little extra
zTi
help after school.

There are no enrollment tees Based on an AT&T deed dial coast to coast call made diving the nght/weekend lime period within the continental U S
You may get more or less for your certificate depending on when and where you call

-1=1,

AT&T

